Saw blade measurement
EZ 1000 saw blade measuring system
The new concept which provides two live images at the
same time. Use of the series 6000 raster zoom systems and
the corresponding angular optics allow us to show the
saw tooth from the side and from the front (or by swivelling) from above at the same time and, using the Metric
measurement software, to measure and document both
windows in real time.

The system is designed for diameters from 50 mm to 1500 mm. The vertical
take-up of the saw blades meant that it was possible to produce a spacesaving basic design. The system can be screwed onto a tubular steel frame or
where necessary screwed onto the wall. The take-ups for the saw blade guarantee a precise positioning of the saw blade which also allows the axial runout of the blade to be controlled.
Excellent images, produced by high-quality optics together with perfect illumination allow rapid working in an ergonomic posture.
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As an alternative the system is available without stand.
The set includes the adjustment unit with two incremental
zoom systems, the illumination units, consisting of two
ring lights with diffusers and cold light source, as well as
the Metric Plus software (see Metric function list).
If required we will send you a drawing with hole pattern
for mounting the adjustment unit with optical equipment.
After the customer has installed the system, we come to
install the measuring software and provide the training.
These services are included in the system price. With this
version, the adapter and auxiliary lenses for the system
working range can be changed to upgrade the system for saw blades with a diameter of 2500 mm.

Order no.
EZ-1000-OS

Description
Complete optical system, however without tubular steel stand
(Free updates via Internet download)

EZ-1000-MS

System price with mobile base frame
(Free updates via Internet download)

Price excl. VAT.
11,500.00 J
On request

Delivery:
Payment:

Incl. packaging, freight charges see www.m-service.de
30 days, net
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